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GENERAL FRAMEWORK

Legal framework
j-at ih t-e legal framework in yopr ?prihciution uoMering t-e be-aMiopr of 
cominant drmh,

The main legislation governing behaviour of dominant 5rms is Law No. 40,4 on the 
Protection of Competition (Law No. 40,4)1 which was last amended on 8J ‘uly 20281 
following a more comprehensive amendment of 24 ‘une 2020 (the Amendment Law). Under 
article 6 of Law No. 40,41 jany abuse on the part of one or more undertakings1 individually 
or through ’oint agreements or practices1 of a dominant position in a market for goods or 
services within the whole or part of the country is unlawful and prohibitedF. Article 6 of Law 
No. 40,4 does not de5ne what constitutes jabuseF per se but it provides a non-exhaustive list 
of speci5c forms of abuse1 which is1 to some extent1 similar to article 802 of the Treaty on 
the :unctioning of the European Union (T:EU). Accordingly1 abuse may1 in particular1 consist 
of•

; directly or indirectly preventing entries into the market or hindering competitor activity 
in the marketq

; directly or indirectly engaging in discriminatory behaviour by applying dissimilar 
conditions to e3uivalent transactions with similar trading partiesq

; making the conclusion of contracts sub’ect to acceptance by the other parties of 
restrictions concerning resale conditions such as the purchase of other goods and 
services or acceptance by the intermediary purchasers of displaying other goods and 
services or maintenance of a minimum resale priceq

; distorting competition in other markets by taking advantage of 5nancial1 
technological and commercial superiorities in the dominated marketq or

; limiting production1 markets or technical development to the pre’udice of consumers. 

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Depnition of dominance
How ih cominanue cednec in t-e legihlation anc uahe law, j-at elementh 
are taken into auuopnt w-en ahhehhing cominanue,

Article 7 of Law No. 40,4 de5nes dominance as jthe power of one or more undertakings 
in a certain market to determine economic parameters such as price1 output1 supply and 
distribution1 independently from competitors and customersF. Enforcement trends show that 
the Turkish Competition Board (the Board) is increasingly inclined to somewhat broaden 
the scope of application of the article 6 prohibition by diluting the jindependence from 
competitors and customersF element of the de5nition to infer dominance even in cases 
of dependence or interdependence (see1 for example1 Anadolu Cam (8 December 20041 
04-/6S80J6-2/8) and Warner Bros (24 March 200,1 0,-8JS224-66).

The Board considers a high market share as the most indicative factor of dominance. 
Nevertheless1 it also takes account of other factors (such as legal or economic barriers to 
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entry1 portfolio power and 5nancial power of the incumbent 5rm) in assessing and inferring 
dominance.

On the other hand1 within scope of the merger control analysis1 the Amendment Law replaces 
the dominance test with the signi5cant impediment of effective competition (–IEC) test. 
Accordingly1 the change in merger control analysis is expected to have some effects on 
assessment of unilateral practices & namely1 determination of abuse of dominance.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Purhose of tve legislation
üh t-e sprsohe of t-e legihlation anc t-e pncerlying cominanue htancarc 
htriutly euonomiuR or coeh it sroteut ot-er interehth,

Inöuenced by the Turkish Competition AuthorityFs publication in 2008 of The Prime Ob’ective 
of Turkish Competition Law Enforcement from a Law ç Economics Perspective (by 
Dr. Génenz Gürkaynak)1 the economic rationale is more typically described in Turkish 
competition law circles as jthe ultimate ob’ect of maximising total welfare by targeting 
economic eHciencyF. Regulations that were enacted in previous years1 albeit not directly 
applicable to dominance cases1 place greater emphasis on jconsumer welfareF (see 
Communi3uW No. 2080S4 on Mergers and Ac3uisitions –ub’ect to the Approval of the 
Competition Board). Moreover1 adoption of the –IEC test under the merger control rules 
signals a more economic outlook. Nevertheless1 because the legislative history and written 
’usti5cation of Law No. 40,4 contain clear references to non-economic interests as well 
(such as the protection of small and medium-si9ed businesses1 etc)1 some of these policy 
interests are still pursued in Türkiye1 especially in dominance cases1 alongside the economic 
ob’ect.

Overall1 the Board is observed to blend economic and non-economic interests and prevent 
one from overriding the other in its precedents.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Sector-shecipc dominance rules
Nre t-ere heutorEhseuidu cominanue rplehR cihtinut from t-e generally 
assliuable cominanue sroMihionh,

Law No. 40,4 does not recognise any industry-speci5c abuses or defences. 'owever1 
certain sectorial regulators have concurrent powers to diagnose and control dominance 
in their relevant sectors. :or instance1 the secondary legislation issued by the Turkish 
Information and Telecommunication Technologies Authority prohibits j5rms with signi5cant 
market powerF from engaging in discriminatory behaviour between companies seeking 
access to their network1 and unless ’usti5ed1 re’ecting re3uests for access1 interconnection 
or facility-sharing. These 5rms are also re3uired to make an jaccount separationF for costs 
they incur regarding their networks1 such as energy air conditioning and other bills. –imilar 
restrictions and re3uirements also exist for energy companies.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024
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Exemhtions from tve dominance rules
vo w-om co t-e cominanue rpleh assly, Nre any entitieh eTemst,

Dominance provisions (and other provisions of Law No. 40,4) apply to all companies 
and individuals1 to the extent that they act as an jundertakingF within the meaning of Law 
No. 40,4. An jundertakingF is de5ned as a single integrated economic unit capable of 
acting independently in the market to produce1 market or sell goods and services. Law No. 
40,41 therefore1 applies to individuals and corporations alike1 if they act as an undertaking. 
–tate-owned entities also fall within the scope of the application of article 6. ğhile the 
Board placed too much emphasis on the jcapable of acting independentlyF aspect of this 
de5nition to exclude state-owned entities from the application of Law No. 40,4 at the very 
early stages of the Turkish competition law enforcement (see1 for example1 Sugar Factories 
(87 August 8İİJ1 /JS607-887))1 the Boardşs enforcement shows that it uses a broader 
and more accurate view of the de5nition1 in a manner that also covers public entities and 
sport federations (see1 for example1 Turkish Coal Enterprise (8İ October 20041 04-66Sİ4İ- 
22/)q Turkish Underwater Sports Federation (7 :ebruary 20881 88-0/S826- 7J)q Türk Telekom 
(24 –eptember 20841 84-7,S6İ/-70İ) and Devlet Hava Meydanları İşletmesi (İ –eptember 
208,1 8,-76S,,İ-8J2). Therefore1 state-owned entities are also sub’ect to the Competition 
AuthorityFs enforcement1 pursuant to the prohibition laid down in article 6.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Transition from non-dominant to dominant
Doeh t-e legihlation only sroMice for t-e be-aMiopr of drmh t-at are alreacy 
cominant,

The article 6 prohibition applies only to dominant undertakings. In similar fashion to article 
802 of the T:EU1 dominance itself is not prohib ited1 only the abuse of dominance.

Moreover1 article / of Law No. 40,41 which previously explicitly focused on structural 
changes for creating or strengthening dominance1 currently foresees the –IEC test and 
is expected to provide an outlook on assessment of dominance. As for the dominance 
enforcement rules1 jattempted monopolisation or dominanceF is not recognised under the 
Turkish competition legislation.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Collectiqe dominance
üh uolleutiMe cominanue uoMerec by t-e legihlation, How ih it cednec in t-e 
legihlation anc uahe law,

Collective dominance is covered by the Turkish competition legislation. The wording jany 
abuse on the part of one or more undertakingsF of article 6 clearly prohibits abuses of 
collective dominance. Turkish competition law precedents on collective dominance are 
neither abundant nor suHciently mature to allow for a clear inference of a set of minimum 
conditions under which collective dominance would be alleged. That said1 the Board has 
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considered it necessary to establish jan economic linkF for a 5nding of abuse of collective 
dominance (see1 for example1 Biryay (8/ ‘uly 20001 00-26S2İ2-862)1 Turkcell/Telsim (İ ‘une 
20071 07-40S472-8J6)1 Chemical Solvents (2, :ebruary 2028q 28-80S840-,J)q Sinema TV (8J 
May 2086q 86-8/S2İİ-874)).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Dominant hurcvasers
Doeh t-e legihlation assly to cominant spru-aherh, Nre t-ere any 
cifferenueh uomsarec wit- t-e assliuation of t-e law to cominant 
hpsslierh,

ğhile the law does not contain a speci5c reference to dominant purchasers1 or a monopsony 
market1 dominant purchasers are also covered by the legislation1 if and to the extent that their 
conduct amounts to an abuse of their dominant position. The Board found that TEB had 
abused its dominance by entering into exclusive agreements with suppliers and imposing 
exclusive supply obligations upon them1 thereby foreclosing the market to its competitors 
(TEB1 6 December 20861 86-42S6İİ-787).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Market depnition and svare-based dominance tvresvolds
How are releMant srocput anc geogras-iu marketh cednec, Nre t-ere 
marketEh-are t-reh-olch at w-iu- a uomsany will be srehpmec to be 
cominant or not cominant,

The test for market de5nition does not differ from the concept used for merger control 
purposes. The Board issued the Guidelines on the De5nition of the Relevant Market 
(Guidelines) on 80 ‘anuary 200J1 with the goal of stating1 as clearly as possible1 the method 
used for de5ning a market and the criteria followed for taking a decision by the Board1 in order 
to minimise the uncertainties undertakings may face. The Guidelines are closely modelled on 
the Commission Notice on the De5nition of Relevant Market for the Purposes of Community 
Competition Law (İ/SC 7/2S07). The Guidelines apply to both merger control and dominance 
cases. The Guidelines consider demand-side substitutability as the primary standpoint of 
market de5nition. They also consider supply-side substitutability and potential competition 
as secondary factors.

Although not directly applicable to dominance cases1 the Guidelines on 'ori9ontal Mergers 
con5rm that market shares in excess of ,0 per cent may be an indication of dominant 
position. In this scope1 the sum of the partiesF shares may be taken into account for cases 
of collective dominance. The Competition AuthorityFs Guidelines on the Assessment of 
Exclusionary Abusive Conduct by Dominant Un
dertakings (Guidelines on Exclusionary Abuses)1 published on 2İ ‘anuary 20841 and the 
BoardFs past and recent precedents1 make it clear that an undertaking with a market share 
lower than 40 per cent is unlikely to be in a dominant position (paragraph 82 of the Guidelines 
on Exclusionary Abuses and the BoardFs decisions such as Mediamarkt (82 May 20801 
80-76S,/,-20,)q Pepsi Cola (, August 20801 80-,2Sİ,6-77,) and Egetek (70 –eptember 
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20801 80-62S82J6-4J/)q Unmaş (28-26S724-8,01 20 May 2028)q D-Market (28-22S266-8861 8, 
April 2028)q and Aort (28-06S/0-781 4 :ebruary 2028)). That said1 the BoardFs decisions and 
Guidelines on Exclusionary Abuses are clear that market shares are the primary indicator 
of the dominant position1 but not the only one. The barriers to entry1 the market structure1 
the competitorsF market positions and other market dynamics1 as the case may be1 should 
also be considered. The undertakings may refute the assumption through demonstrating 
that they do not have market power to act independently of market parameters. Economic 
or market studies are important in this regard.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

ABUSE OF DOMINANCE

Depnition of abuse of dominance
How ih abphe of cominanue cednec anc icentidec, j-at uoncput ih 
hpb?eut to a ser he sro-ibition,

Law No. 40,4 is silent on the de5nition of abuse. It only contains a non-exhaustive list 
of speci5c forms of abuse. Nevertheless1 paragraph 22 of the Guidelines on Exclusionary 
Abuses articulates that jabuseF may be de5ned as when a dominant undertaking takes 
advantage of its market power to engage in activities that are likely1 directly or indirectly1 
to reduce consumer welfare. Moreover1 article 2 of Law No. 40,4 adopts an effects-based 
approach to identifying anticompetitive conduct1 with the result that the determining factor 
in assessing whether a practice amounts to an abuse is the effect on the market1 regardless 
of the type of conduct. In parallel1 as per paragraph 24 of the Guidelines on Exclusionary 
Abuses• jIn the assessment of exclusionary conduct1 in addition to the speci5c conditions of 
the conduct under examination1 its actual or potential effects on the market should be taken 
into consideration as well.F

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Exhloitatiqe and exclusionary hractices
Doeh t-e uonuest of abphe uoMer bot- eTsloitatiMe anc eTulphionary 
srautiueh,

The concept of abuse covers both exploitative and exclusionary prac tices. It also covers 
discriminatory practices.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Link between dominance and abuse
j-at link mpht be h-own between cominanue anc abphe, qay uoncput 
by a cominant uomsany alho be abphiMe if it ouuprh on an ac?auent market 
to t-e cominatec market,
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Theoretically1 a causal link must be shown between dominance and abuse. This is also 
emphasised in a recent decision of the Board1 where the Board noted that an abuse of 
a dominant position necessitates a connection between the abusive conduct and the 
dominant position1 whether expressed explicitly or implicitly (Meta (20 October 20221 
22-4JS/06-2İİ)). 'owever1 the Board does not yet apply a stringent test of causality1 and 
it has in the past inferred abuse from the same set of circumstantial evidence that was 
also employed in demonstrating the existence of dominance. Article 6 also prohibits abusive 
conduct on a market different to the market sub’ect to dominant position. Accordingly1 the 
Board found incumbent undertakings to have infringed article 6 by engaging in abusive 
conduct in markets neighbouring the dominated market (see1 for example1 Google Shopping 
(87 :ebruary 20201 20-80S88İ-6İ)1 Google Android (8İ –eptember 208J1 8J-77S,,,-2/7)1 
Volkan Metro (2 December 20871 87-6/Sİ2J-7İ0)1 Türkiye Denizcilik İşletmeleri (24 ‘une 
20801 80-4,SJ08-264)1 Türk Telekom (2 October 20021 02-60S/,,-70,) and Turkcell (20 ‘uly 
20081 08-7,S74/-İ,)).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Defences
j-at cefenueh may be raihec to allegationh of abphe of cominanue, 
j-en eTulphionary intent ih h-ownR are cefenueh an ostion,

The chances of success of certain defences and what constitutes a defence depend heavily 
on the circumstances of each case. Paragraph 70 of the Guidelines on Exclusionary Abuses 
provides that the Board will also take into consideration any claims put forward by a 
dominant undertaking that its conduct is ’usti5ed through job’ective necessityF or jeHciencyF1 
or both. In this regard1 it is possible to invoke eHciency gains1 as long as it can be ade3uately 
demonstrated that the pro-competitive bene5ts outweigh the anticompetitive impact.

As for the 3uestion of whether the defences are available when exclusionary intent is shown1 
ob’ective ’usti5cations such as job’ective necessityF or jeHciencyF1 or both1 can be utilised as 
a defence on that front. Moreover1 as per paragraph 24 of the Guidelines on Exclusionary 
Abuses• jIn the assessment of exclusionary conduct1 in addition to the speci5c conditions 
of the conduct under examination1 its actual or potential effects on the market should be 
taken into consideration as well.F In this regard1 in order to determine that an undertaking has 
carried out an abusive conduct1 an actual (or potential) effect of the alleged conduct on the 
relevant market should be demonstrated.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

SPECIFIC FORMS OF ABUSE

Tyhes of conduct
Oebate hu-emeh

ğhile article 6 does not explicitly refer to rebate schemes as a speci5c form of abuse1 
rebate schemes may also be deemed to constitute an abuse. In Turkcell (27 December 
200İ1 0İ-60S84İ0-7/İ)1 the Board condemned the defendant for abusing its dominance 
by1 inter alia1 applying incremental rebate schemes to encourage the use of the Turkcell 
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logo and refusing to offer rebates to buyers that cooperate with competitors. The Board 
adopted a similar approach concerning both retroactive and incremental rebate schemes 
used by Doıan Media Group and 5ned the defendant for abusing its dominance through1 
inter alia1 rebate schemes (70 March 20881 88-8JS748-807). Another similar decision was 
rendered in relation to a rebate scheme adopted by Luxottica1 which pertained to all unit 
discounts and retroactive discounts (27 :ebruary 208/1 8/-0JSİİ-42). Moreover1 the Board 
found that UnileverFs rebate schemes in the market for industrial ice cream have led to 
de facto exclusivity1 thereby giving rise to an abuse of UnileverFs dominant position in the 
relevant market (8J March 20281 28-8,S8İ0-J0). In Ortadoğu Antalya Liman İşletmeleri1 
the Board concluded that Ortadoıu Antalya Liman Ş[letmeleri had abused its dominant 
position in violation of article 6 of Law 40,4 in the market for container stuHng services 
through practices that hindered the activities of competitors by creating de facto exclusivity 
through rebate schemes (7 March 20221 22-88S86İ-6J). The administrative court annulled 
the Boardşs earlier decision regarding Mey Şzkişs practices in the vodka and gin market 
and upon its re-assessment1 the Board found that the defendant abused its dominance by 
applying retroactive rebate schemes which amounted to exclusionary practices (88 ‘une 
20201 20-2JS74İ-867). A similar assessment was made in the past in relation to1 inter alia1 
exclusivity-enhancing and exclusionary rebate schemes applied by Mey Şzki in the rak] (a 
Turkish alcoholic drink) market (82 ‘une 20841 84-28S480-8/J).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Tyhes of conduct
vying anc bpncling

Tying and bundling are among the speci5c forms of abuse listed in article 6. The Board 
assessed many tying1 bundling and leveraging allegations against dominant undertakings. 
'owever1 the Board has limited case law where the incumbent 5rms were 5ned based on 
tying or leveraging allegations (Google Android (8İ –eptember 208J1 8J-77S,,,-2/7)q Google 
Shopping (87 :ebruary 20201 20-80S88İ-6İ)). In the Google Android case1 the Board found 
that Google used its dominant position in the licensable smart mobile operating systems 
market and abused its dominance through its practices in the said market as well as other 
markets such as search and app store services market by tying the search and app store 
services1 engaging in exclusivity practices1 and preventing use of alternative services by the 
manufacturers. –imilarly1 in the Google Shopping case1 the Board concluded that Google has 
been using its dominant position in the general search engine market to unfairly prioritise its 
product in the online shopping comparison services market against its competitors. There 
are also decisions where the Board ordered some behavioural remedies against incumbent 
telephone and internet operators in some cases1 in order to have them avoid tying and 
leveraging without imposing a 5ne (TTNET-ADSL1 8J :ebruary 200İ1 0İ-0/S82/-7J).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Tyhes of conduct
xTulphiMe cealing
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Although exclusive dealing normally falls under the scope of article 4 of Law No. 40,41 which 
governs restrictive agreements1 concerted practices and decisions of trade associations1 
such practices could also be scrutinised within the scope of article 6. Indeed1 the Board 
has already found in the past infringements of article 6 on the basis of exclusive dealing 
arrangements (eg1 Karboğaz1 8 December 200,q 0,-J0S8806-78/). Moreover1 in terms of 
single branding obligations1 one of the most recent decisions of the Board scrutinises 
UnileverFs rebate schemes in the market for industrial ice cream1 which the Board found led 
to de facto exclusivity (8J March 20281 28-8,S8İ0-J0). Additionally1 the Board investigated 
Trakya Cam to determine whether Trakya Cam violated articles 4 and 6 of Law No. 40,4 
through the de facto implementation of its exclusive dealership system. The relevant 
dealership system was also sub’ect to a Board decision where the Board did not grant an 
individual exemption to Trakya CamFs relevant conduct (2 December 208,1 8,-42S/04-2,J). 
As a result of the investigation1 the Board considered Trakya CamFs conduct as abuse 
of dominance (84 December 208/1 8/-48S648-2J0). Lastly1 in Tadım Gıda (/ ‘uly 20221 
22-72S,0,-202)1 the Board terminated the investigation upon the commitment package 
submitted by Tad]m G]da Maddeleri –an. ve Tic. A.V. (Tad]m). In terms of the competitive 
concerns identi5ed by the Board1 Tad]mFs practices of discount and booth instalment 
deemed as exclusivity or loyalty inducing and the Board remarked that these practices 
might prevent sales of competitor products and create de facto exclusivity. Upon the 
commitment package submitted by Tad]m1 the Board terminated the investigation by 5nding 
the commitments proposed satisfactory for eliminating the competitive concerns identi5ed 
by the Board. The commitment package included commitments not to provide bonuses 
or retroactive rebates for exclusivity1 not to establish exclusive supply relations in the 
traditional channel and not to provide any bene5t to purchasers on the condition of applying 
a non-compete or exclusive supply practice or an obligation to purchase more than 60 per 
cent of the buyersF total purchases in the preceding year.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Tyhes of conduct
Precatory sriuing

Predatory pricing may amount to a form of abuse1 as evidenced by many precedents of 
the Competition Board (see1 for example1 TTNet (‘uly 881 200/1 0/-,İS6/6-27,)q Denizcilik 
İşletmeleri (82 October 20061 06-/4Sİ,İ-2/J)q Coca-Cola (27 ‘anuary 20041 04-0/S/,-8J)q 
Türk Telekom/TTNet (8İ November 200J1 0J-6,S80,,-488)q Trakya Cam (8/ November 
20881 88-,/S84//-,77)q Tüpraş (8/ ‘anuary 20841 84-07S60-24)q THY (70 December 20881 
88-6,S86İ2-,İİ) and UN Ro-Ro (8 October 20821 82-4/S8487-4/4)). That said1 complaints 
on this basis are fre3uently dismissed by the Competition Authority owing to its welcome 
reluctance to micromanage pricing behaviour. 'igh standards are usually observed for 
bringing forward predatory pricing claims as seen in the Boardşs Sony Eurasia decision where 
the Board concluded that prices set below the costs1 temporarily and for a limited time was 
not enough to determine an article 6 violation (/ :ebruary 208İ1 8İ-06S4/-86) (see alsoq BİM 
(2/.06.200J1 0J-48S,6J-286)1 Migros (2,.02.20801 80-8İS248-İ,).

In predatory price analysis1 the Board primarily evaluates whether there is an anticompetitive 
foreclosure for the competitors. Neither the Guidelines nor the precedents of the Board 
deem recoupment a necessary element. Overall1 it is foreseen that predatory pricing 
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may be established based on the following four criteria (Kale Kilit1 6 December 20821 
82-62S8677-,İJ)•

; 5nancial superiority of the undertakingq

; unusually low priceq

; intention to impair competitorsq and

; losses borne in a short-term in exchange for long-term pro5ts.

Moreover1 the Board usually uses the şas-eHcient competitor testş to analyse whether 
competitors could be excluded from the market due to predatory pricing. Accordingly1 
if the Board 5nds that an e3ually eHcient competitor can effectively compete with an 
undertaking imposing predatory prices1 in principle1 it will not intervene based on the 
consideration that the pricing practice of the relevant undertaking has no negative effect 
on effective competition1 and therefore the consumers (see Çiçek Sepeti (8J-0/S888-,J1 J 
March 208J)). If1 however1 the pricing of the relevant undertaking has the potential to exclude 
e3ually eHcient competitors1 then the Board will consider this in its assessment of general 
anticompetitive foreclosure1 taking into account other relevant 3uantitative and 3ualitative 
evidence. More speci5cally1 the pricing strategies of the undertaking would be considered 
exclusionary for as-eHcient competitors if its competitors are not able to apply effective 
counter-strategies for the contested portion of the customerFs demand (without pricing 
below cost). :or completeness1 the Board may also consider the impact on less eHcient 
competitors (UN Ro-Ro (82-4/S8487-4/41 8 October 2082)). 'owever1 this is exceptional1 
and the Board generally favours the şas eHcient competitor testş to avoid false positives and 
deterring competition (Türk Telekom (86-8,S2,4-80İ1 7 May 2086)).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Tyhes of conduct
Priue or margin hApeeWeh

Price s3uee9es may amount to a form of abuse in Türkiye and precedents have resulted 
in the imposition of 5nes on the basis of price s3uee9ing. The Board is known to closely 
scrutinise allegations of price s3uee9ing. (–ee Şişecam (28 October 20281 28-,8S/82-7,4)1 
Türk Telekom (8İ October 20041 04-66Sİ,6-272)q TTNet (88 ‘uly 200/1 0/-,İS6/6-27,)q 
Dogan Dağıtım (İ October 200/1 0/-/JSİ62-764)qTürk Telekom/TTNet (8İ November 200J1 
0J-6,S80,,-488) andTürk Telekomünikasyon A Ş (7 May 20861 86-8,S2,4-80İ).)

:or the assessment on whether there is anticompetitive foreclosure by price s3uee9e1 the 
Guidelines on Abuse of Dominance state that•

; the undertaking implementing margin s3uee9e must be vertically integrated1 active in 
both upstream and downstream marketsq

; the product andSor service in the upstream market must be indispensable for being 
active in the downstream marketq

; he undertaking implementing margin s3uee9e must be in a dominant position in the 
upstream marketq and

;
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the margin between the upstream and downstream products must be so low as 
to ensure that a competitor that is as eHcient as the undertaking dominant in the 
upstream market would be unable to pro5t and operate in the downstream market 
on a lasting basis.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Tyhes of conduct
Oefphalh to ceal anc ceniec auuehh to ehhential fauilitieh

Refusals to deal and access to essential facilities are common forms of abuse1 and the 
Competition Authority is very familiar with this type of abuse Ksee1 for example1 Eti Holding 
(28 December 20001 00-,0S,77-2İ,)q POAS (20 November 20081 08-,6S,,4-870)q Ak-Kim 
(4 December 20071 07-/6Sİ2,-7Jİ)q Çukurova Elektrik (80 November 20071 07-/2SJ/4-7/7)q 
BOTAŞ (2/ April 208/1 8/-84S20/-J,)q Sanoj (2İ March 208J1 8J-0İS8,6-/6)q Lüleburgaz 
(/ –eptember 208/1 8/-2JS4//-20,)q Akdeniz/CK Akdeniz Elektrik (20 :ebruary 208J1 
8J-06S808-,2)q EnerIisa (J August 208J1 8J-2/S468-224) Aydem/Gediz (08 October 208J1 
8J-76S,J7-2J4)qand İsttelkom (88 April 208İ1 8İ-8,S284-İ4) . In the Boardşs recent decision1 

arinak was found to be in a dominant position in the market for maintenance and repair 
of linear accelerator devices as well as treatment control devices and it was concluded 
that arinak abused its dominance by way of refusing access to training certi5cations of 
the relevant devices and effectively foreclosing the market to its competitors (8İ December 
208İ1 8İ-4,S/6J-770). A similar decision was rendered in relation to Medsantekşs practices 
in the se3uence analysis devices market (2J March 208İ1 8İ-87S8J2-J0).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Tyhes of conduct
Precatory srocput cehign or a failpre to cihulohe new teu-nology

The list of speci5c abuses contained in article 6 is not exhaustive1 and other types of conduct 
may be deemed abusive. 'owever1 the enforce ment track record shows that the Board 
has not been in a position to hand down an administrative 5ne on any allegations of other 
forms of abuse such as strategic capacity construction1 predatory product design or process 
innovation1 failure to disclose new technology1 predatory advertising or excessive product 
differentiation.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Tyhes of conduct
Priue cihurimination

Price and non-price discrimination may amount to an abusive conduct under article 6. 
The Board has found incumbent undertakings to have infringed article 6 in the past by 
engaging in discriminatory behaviour concerning prices and other trade conditions (see1 for 
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example1TTAŞ (2 October 20021 02-60S/,,-70,) and Türk Telekom/TTNet (8İ November 
200J1 0J-6,S80,,-488)). There is no other law that speci5cally regulates price discrimination.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Tyhes of conduct
xTsloitatiMe sriueh or termh of hpssly

Exploitative prices or terms of supply may be deemed to be an infringement of article 61 
although the wording of the law does not contain a speci5c reference to this concept. The 
Board condemned excessive or exploitative pricing by dominant 5rms in the past (eg1 Port 
Akdeniz (, November 20201 20-4JS666-2İ8)1 Sahibinden (8 October 208J1 8J-76S,J4-2J,)1 
Tüpraş (8/ ‘anuary 20841 84-07S60-24)qTTAŞ (2 October 20021 02-60S/,,-70,)q and Belko (İ 
April 20081 08-8/S8,0-7İ)). 'owever1 complaints 5led on this basis are fre3uently dismissed 
because of the Competition AuthorityFs reluctance to micromanage pricing behaviour. 
Additionally1 AnkaraFs 6th Administrative Court1 which was upheld by the Jth Administrative 
Chamber of Ankara Regional Administrative Court (20 ‘anuary 20281 E. 2020S6İİ1 . 
2028S6J)1 has overturned the BoardFs ’udgment that –ahibindenFs pricing behaviour in the 
market for online platform services for vehicle sales and real estate sales and rental had 
been excessive1 due to the lacking standard of proof1 recognising that interference in pricing 
behaviour is a rare occasion (8J December 208İ1 E. 208İSİ461 . 208İS262,).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Tyhes of conduct
Nbphe of acminihtratiMe or goMernment srouehh

ğhile the precedents of the Board do not yet include a 5nding of infringement on the basis 
of abuse of a government process1 and this issue has not been brought to the Competition 
AuthorityFs attention yet1 there seems to be no reason why such abuses should not lead to a 
5nding of an infringement of article 61 if ade3uately demonstrated.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Tyhes of conduct
qergerh anc auApihitionh ah eTulphionary srautiueh

Mergers and ac3uisitions are normally caught by the merger control rules contained in article 
/ of Law No. 40,4. 'owever1 there have been some cases1 albeit rare1 where the Board 
found structural abuses through which dominant 5rms used ’oint venture arrangements as 
a backup tool to exclude competitors. This was condemned as a violation of article 6 (see 
Biryay Z (8/ ‘uly 20001 00-26S2İ2-862)).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024
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Tyhes of conduct
(t-er abpheh

The list of speci5c abuses present in article 6 is not exhaustive1 and it is very likely that other 
types of conduct may be deemed as abuse of domi nance. 'owever1 the enforcement track 
record shows that the Board has not been in a position to review any allegation of other 
forms of abuse such as strategic capacity construction1 predatory product design or process 
innovation1 failure to disclose new technology1 predatory advertising or excessive product 
differentiation.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS

Enforcement autvorities
j-iu- apt-oritieh are rehsonhible for enforuement of t-e cominanue rpleh 
anc w-at sowerh of inMehtigation co t-ey -aMe,

The national competition authority for enforcing competition law in Türkiye is the 
Competition Authority1 a legal entity with administrative and 5nancial autonomy and consists 
of the Competition Board1 presidency1 and service departments. The structure of the 
Authority slightly changed in the past years and currently1 six divisions with sector-speci5c 
work distribution handle competition law enforcement work through approximately 2JJ 
case handlers. A research and economic analysis department1 a legal consultancy unit1 a 
decisions unit1 an information-technologies unit1 an external-relations unit1 a management 
services unit1 a strategy development unit1 an internal audit unit1 a consultancy unit1 a media 
and public relations unit1 a human resources unit a cartel and on-site investigation support 
unit and a regional representation in Şstanbul assist the six technical divisions and the 
presidency in the completion of their tasks. As the competent body of the Competition 
Authority1 the Competition Board is responsible for1 inter alia1 investigating and condemning 
abuses of dominance.

The Competition Board has relatively broad investigative powers. It may re3uest all 
information it deems necessary from all public institutions and organisations1 undertakings 
and trade associations. OHcials of these bodies1 undertakings and trade associations are 
obliged to provide the necessary information within the period 5xed by the Competition 
Board. :ailure to comply with a decision ordering the production of information or failure 
to produce within the time determined by the Authority may lead to the imposition of a 
turnover-based 5ne of 0.8 per cent of the turnover generated in the 5nancial year preceding 
the date of the 5ning decision (if this is not calculable1 the turnover generated in the 5nancial 
year nearest to the date of the 5ning decision will be taken into account). ğhere incorrect or 
misleading information has been provided in response to a re3uest for information1 the same 
penalty may be imposed. The administrative monetary 5ne may not be lower than 86/14/7 
lira for 2024.

Article 8, of Law No. 40,4 also authorises the Board to conduct on-site investigations. 
Accordingly1 the Board can examine the records1 paperwork and documents of undertakings 
and trade associations and1 if need be1 take copies of the sameq re3uest undertakings 
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and trade associations to provide written or verbal explanations on speci5c topicsq and 
conduct on-site investigations with regard to any asset of an undertaking. Additionally1 as 
stipulated under the Amendment Law and the Guidelines on Examination of Digital Data 
during On-site Inspections1 the Board can also inspect and make copies of all information and 
documents held in the electronic mediums and information systems of the companies. The 
Guidelines also enable the Authority to examine mobile devices (such as mobile phones and 
tablets)1 unless it is determined that such devices are used solely for personal use of a given 
employee. Regardless1 the Board is authorised to conduct a 3uick review of any portable 
electronic device to ascertain the intended purpose.

Law No. 40,41 therefore1 grants the Competition Authority vast authority to conduct dawn 
raids. A ’udicial authorisation is obtained by the Board only if the undertaking concerned 
refuses to allow the dawn raid. ğhile the mere wording of the law allows employee oral 
testimony to be compelled1 case handlers do allow delaying an answer so long as there 
is a 3uick written follow-up correspondence. Therefore1 in practice1 employees can avoid 
providing answers on issues that are uncertain to them1 provided a written response is 
submitted in a mutually agreed timeline. Computer records as well as phone records such 
as email and other messaging (eg1 ğhatsApp) correspondences are fully examined by the 
experts of the Authority1 including deleted items. Refusing to grant the staff of the Authority 
access to business premises and such records may lead to the imposition of 5nes.

The Turkish Constitutional Court (Constitutional Court) issued a decision (27 April 20271 
application number 208İS40İİ8) on 20 ‘une 20271 which may have an impact on the 
Authorityşs on-site inspection processes. The Authorityşs regular procedure permitted its case 
handlers to perform on-site inspections with a certi5cate of authority issued by the Board1 
as stipulated by Law No. 40,4. 'owever1 the Constitutional Court found that the provision 
of law that enabled on-site inspections without a court warrant violated article 28 of the 
Turkish Constitution1 which protects domicile immunity. Therefore1 the Authority may have 
to apply to the Criminal ‘udgeship of Peace to obtain a warrant before conducting on-site 
inspections1 a process that was already set out under the law but only occasionally applied 
by the Authority when undertakings refused to cooperate.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Sanctions and remedies
j-at hanutionh anc remecieh may t-e apt-oritieh imsohe, qay 
inciMicpalh be dnec or hanutionec,

The sanctions that could be imposed for abuses of dominance under Law No. 40,4 are 
administrative in nature. In the case of a proven abuse of dominance1 the incumbent 
undertakings concerned shall be (each separately) sub’ect to 5nes of up to 80 per cent of 
their Turkish turnover generated in the 5nancial year preceding the date of the 5ning decision 
(if this is not calculable1 the turnover generated in the 5nancial year nearest to the date of the 
5ning decision will be taken into account). Employees or members of the executive bodies 
of the undertakings or association of undertakings (or both) that had a determining effect 
on the creation of the violation are also 5ned up to , per cent of the 5ne imposed on the 
undertaking or association of undertakings. In this respect1 Law No. 40,4 makes reference 
to article 8/ of the Law No. ,726 on Minor Offences and there is also a Regulation on :ines 
(Regulation No. 2/842 of 86 :ebruary 200İ). Accordingly1 when calculating 5nes1 the Board 
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takes into consideration factors such as the level of fault and amount of possible damage 
in the relevant market1 the market power of the undertakings within the relevant market1 
duration and recurrence of the infringement1 cooperation or driving role of the undertakings 
in the infringement1 5nancial power of the undertakings1 compliance with the commitments 
and so on1 in determining the magnitude of the monetary 5ne.

In addition to the monetary sanction1 the Board is authorised to take all necessary measures 
to terminate the abusive conduct1 to remove all de facto and legal conse3uences of every 
action that has been taken unlawfully1 and to take all other necessary measures in order to 
restore the level of competition and status as before the infringement. Additionally1 article ,6 
of Law No. 40,4 provides that agreements and decisions of trade associations that infringe 
article 4 are invalid and unenforceable with all their conse3uences. The issue of whether the 
jnull and voidF status applicable to agreements that fall foul of article 4 may be interpreted 
to cover contracts entered into by infringing dominant companies is a matter of ongoing 
controversy. 'owever1 contracts that give way to or serve as a vehicle for an abusive conduct 
may be deemed invalid and unenforceable because of violation of article 6.

:urthermore1 article 47 of the Amendment Law states that the Board1 ex oHcio or upon 
partiesF re3uest1 can initiate a settlement procedure. Parties that admit to an infringement 
can apply for the settlement procedure until the oHcial noti5cation of the investigation report. 
If a settlement is reached1 a reduction up to 2, per cent of the administrative monetary 
5ne may be applied. The parties may not bring a dispute on the settled matters and the 
administrative monetary 5ne once an investigation 5nalises a settlement.

Article 47 also foresees that undertakings or association of undertakings can voluntarily 
offer commitments during a preliminary investigation or full-öedged investigation to 
eliminate the Competition AuthorityFs competitive concerns in terms of articles 4 and 6 of 
Law No. 40,4. Depending on the suHciency and the timing of the commitments1 the Board 
can decide not to launch a full-öedged investigation following the preliminary investigation or 
to end an ongoing investigation without completing the entire investigation procedure. The 
parties are allowed to submit commitments until three months following the oHcial service 
of the investigation notice. In any event1 the commitments will not be accepted for violations 
such as price 5xing between competitors1 territory or customer sharing or the restriction of 
supply governed under article 4 of Law No. 40,4.

The highest 5ne imposed to date in relation to abuse of a dominant position is in the Tüpraş 
case1 where Tüpra[1 a Turkish energy company1 incurred an administrative monetary 5ne of 
482 million lira1 e3ual to 8 per cent of its annual turnover for the relevant year (Tüpraş1 8/ 
‘anuary 20841 84-07S60-24).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Enforcement hrocess
Can t-e uomsetition enforuerh imsohe hanutionh cireutly or mpht t-ey 
setition a uoprt or ot-er apt-ority,

The Board is entitled to impose sanctions directly. Article 2/ of Law No. 40,4 deems taking 
necessary measures for terminating infringe ments and imposing administrative 5nes within 
the duties and powers of the Board. A preliminary approval or consent of a court or another 
authority is not re3uired.
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Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Enforcement record
j-at ih t-e reuent enforuement reuorc in yopr ?prihciution,

The Competition Authority was observed to have directed its attention toward refusal 
to dealSaccess to essential facilities cases. (–ee1 for example• MDF/Chipboard (8 
April 20281 28-8JS22İ-İ6)1 D-Market (8, April 20281 28-22S266-886)1 Türk Telekom ZZ 
(86 April 20201 20-20S26/-82J)1 Türk Telekom Z (2/ :ebruary 20201 20-82S8,7-J7)1 A-
kdeniz/CK Akdeniz Elektrik (20 :ebruary 208J1 8J-06S808-,2)q EnerIisa (J August 208J1 
8J-2/S468-224) Aydem/Gediz (08 October 208J1 8J-76S,J7-2J4)qİsttelkom (88 April 208İ1 
8İ-8,S284-İ4))1 Varinak (8İ December 208İ1 8İ-4,S/6J-770)1 Medsantek (2J March 208İ1 
8İ-87S8J2-J0)1 Daichii Sankyo (22 May 208J1 8J-8,S2J0-87İ)1 Türkiye Petrol Rajnerileri 
(82 ‘une 208J1 8J-8İS728-8,/)1 Pharmaceuticals (J March 208İ1 8İ-88S826-,4)1 3eyport 
3eytinburnu (8, March 208J1 8J-0JS8,2-/7) and Kardemir Karabük Demir Çelik (/ 
–eptember 208/1 8/-2JS4J8-20/)) and exclusive dealing cases (see1 for example•Tırsan 
(27 May 208İ1 8İ-8İS2J7-828)1 Mars Media (8J ‘anuary 208Jq 8J-07S7,-22)1 Frito Lay (82 
‘une 208Jq 8J-8İS72İ-867) and Trakya Cam (84 December 208/q 8/-48S648-2J0).) The 
Competition Authority has also investigated rebate schemes (see1 Unilever (8J March 20281 
28-8,S8İ0-J0) and Port Akdeniz (7 March 20221 22-88S86İ-6J)).

In the past years1 the Competition Authority initiated various investigations against 
technology 5rms with a focus on article 6 infringements and1 inter alia1 cases against Google 
(Google Android (8İ –eptember 208J1 8J-77S,,,-2/7)1 Google Shopping (/ November 208İ1 
8İ-7JS,/,-247)1 Google Adwords (82 November 20201 20-4İS6/,-2İ,)1 and very recently 
the Board decided that Meta1 abused its dominant position by way of creating entry barriers 
and hindering competitorsF activities through merging the data it collected from :acebook1 
Instagram and ğhatsApp services (Meta 20.80.2022q 22-4JS/06-2İİ).

Most recently1 in Trendyol the Board concluded that Trendyol (8) holds a dominant position 
in the market for multi-category e-marketplace1 and (2) has abused its dominant position 
by taking unfair advantage over its competitors1 through interventions to the algorithm 
and using the data of third-party sellers active on its e-marketplace (26 ‘uly 20271 
27-77S677-287). Additionally1 in –ahibinden the Board found that –ahibinden has obstructed 
its corporate membersF ability to use multiple platforms by preventing data portability1 
implemented actualScontractual exclusivity by the same method and by non-compete 
obligations it introduced in its contracts1 obstructing the operations of its competitors and 
thereby violating article 6 of Law No. 40,4 (8/ August 20271 27-7İS/,4-267). Lastly1 in Obilet 
(8, ‘une 2027q 27-2/S,28-8//)1 the Board concluded the investigation against Obilet Bili[im 
–istemleri AV (Obilet) via the commitments mechanism. The investigation was launched 
with the allegation that the undertaking abused its dominance by determining excessive 
ticket sale commission rates to bus companies in relation to ticket sales via intermediary 
services1 and excluding its competitors in the markets for ticketing software service1 sale of 
bus tickets via platforms and distributing trip data to platforms1 and violated article 4 of Law 
No. 40,4 by means of its contracts for the sale of bus tickets via platforms1 which entailed 
online advertising and communication bans. Overall1 the commitment package aimed to 
eliminate the concerns raised by ObiletFs practices that might lead to tying the ticketing 
software service for bus transport1 with the sale of bus tickets via platformsq and also the 
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online advertisement prohibition and communication ban in the contracts made between 
Obilet and competing platforms.

The length of abuse of dominance proceedings depends on the speci5c dynamics of each 
case and the workload of the Board. 'owever1 it is fair to say that the average length of these 
proceedings is one and one-and-a-half years.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Contractual conse uences
j-ere a ulaphe in a uontraut inMolMing a cominant uomsany ih 
inuonhihtent wit- t-e legihlationR ih t-e ulaphe )or t-e entire uontraut  
inMalicatec,

Article ,6 of Law No. 40,4 ordains that any agreements and decisions of associations 
of undertakings1 contrary to article 4 of Law No. 40,41 are invalid and unenforceable with 
all their conse3uences. The agreement stands if the clause that is inconsistent with the 
legislation may be severed from the contract according to severability principles.

In the decision whereby the Board decided Şsttelkom abused its dominance in the electronic 
communication infrastructure instalment market in Istanbul through the terms in the :acility 
–haring Protocol entered with the operators1 Şsttelkom was re3uested to remove the clauses 
that re3uired it to own the infrastructure whose setup cost was absorbed by the operators 
and which hindered use1 rental or transfer of the infrastructure whose costs were born by the 
operators to third parties (88 April 208İ1 8İ-8,S284-İ4). Moreover1 the Competition Authority 
re3uested certain contractual changes in the Google Android case and ruled amendment to 
pre-instalment and exclusivity terms in the manufacturer contracts and addition of an explicit 
statement to enable competition on the app store (8İ –eptember 208J1 8J-77S,,,-2/7).

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Priqate enforcement
vo w-at eTtent ih sriMate enforuement sohhible, Doeh t-e legihlation 
sroMice a bahih for a uoprt or ot-er apt-ority to orcer a cominant drm to 
grant auuehhR hpssly gooch or herMiuehR uonulpce a uontraut or inMalicate 
a sroMihion or uontraut,

Private enforcement is available to the extent of seeking damages. 'owever1 Law No. 40,4 
does not envisage a way for private lawsuits to enforce certain behavioural and other 
remedies.

Article İ of the Amendment Law introduces application of the remedy mechanism to articles 
4 and 6 and changes the mechanism previously applicable to article /. Accordingly1 in 
cases where behavioural remedies have failed1 structural remedies may be applied for 
anticompetitive conduct.

:ailure by a dominant 5rm to meet the re3uirements so ordered by the Board would lead it to 
initiate an investigation1 which may or may not result in the 5nding of an infringement. The 
legislation does not explicitly empower the Board to demand the performance of a speci5c 
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obligation such as granting access1 supplying goods or services1 or concluding a contract 
through a court order.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Damages
Do uomsanieh -armec by abphiMe srautiueh -aMe a ulaim for camageh, 
j-o ac?pciuateh ulaimh anc -ow are camageh ualuplatec or ahhehhec,

A dominance matter is primarily ad’udicated by the Board. The Board does not decide 
whether the victims of the abusive practices merit damages. These aspects are 
supplemented with private lawsuits. Pursuant to article ,/ of Law No. 40,41 real or legal 
persons that bear losses owing to distortion of competition might compensate the loss from 
the parties causing the loss. Article ,JS8 of Law No. 40,4 provides that the damage is the 
difference between the cost the in’ured parties paid and the cost they would have paid if 
competition had not been limited and thus1 indicates that the actual losses suffered by the 
claimant would be sub’ect to compensation. :urthermore1 the same article stipulates that 
the competitors who were not involved in the competition law violation and suffered because 
of the violation may claim compensation for jall of their damagesF (ie1 actual damages and 
loss of pro5t). Moreover1 as for the damages exceeding the amount of the claimantFs loss1 the 
most distinctive feature of the Turkish competition law regime is the rule of triple damages 
(also known as jtreble damagesF). As per article ,JS2 of Law No. 40,41 which regulates the 
treble compensation1 is as follows• jIf the resulting damage arises from an agreement or 
decision of the parties1 or from cases involving gross negligence of them1 the ’udge may1 
upon the re3uest of the in’ured1 award compensation by treble of the material damage 
incurred or of the pro5ts gained or likely to be gained by those who caused the damage.F

In order for the application of treble damages1 (8) the damage should be the result of an 
agreement or decision of the parties or an act of gross negligence of themq and (2) only the 
material damage (and not moral) could be sub’ect to compensation threefold. Besides1 the 
damage should be actual damages. 'owever1 it should be noted that the issue regarding 
the enforcement method of this article is controversial in practical terms. To wit1 certain 
opinions in the doctrine argue that the ’udge can solely conclude a treble compensation if the 
conditions are ful5lled1 thus a different multiplier cannot be used. Nevertheless1 the prevailing 
opinion in the doctrine and the practice of the local courts are in the direction that the ’udge 
has discretion to conclude jup toF treble compensation. There are decisions of courts of 5rst 
instance where the court ruled for (8) onefold compensation (Istanbul 82th Consumer Court1 
6 ‘une 208/1 2086SJ2 E1 208/S220 )1 (2) twofold compensation (Istanbul Anatolian 4th 
Commercial Court of :irst Instance1 82 December 208/1 208,S800J E. 208/S872, )q and 
(7) threefold compensation (Marmaris 8st Civil Court of :irst Instance in the capacity of 
Consumer Court1 84 November 208/1 208/S8/ E1 208/S4İ4 ).

Article ,J of Law No. 40,4 determines the general rule to follow in the calculation of the 
damages (ie1 jthe difference between the cost the in’ured paid and the cost the in’ured would 
have paid if competition had not been restrictedF). This is also called the jdifference theoryF. 
This reference speci5cally concerns the arti5cially increased prices that resulted from the 
competition law violations and aims to compensate the damage suffered by the purchasers 
who paid more than the normal price of a product because of the increase in the prices 
applied by the cartelists.
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Most of the civil courts wait for the decision of the Board in order to build their own decision 
on the BoardFs decision. The 8İth Civil Chamber of the Court of Appeals has annulled the 
decision of the court of 5rst instance1 through its decision of 8 November 8İİİ (Decision No. 
İİS77,0 E1 İİS6764 ) given that the action on damages based on the abuse of dominant 
position allegation was rendered without considering whether there was any application 
5led to the Competition Authority and concluded that the application before the Competition 
Authority should have been considered as a preliminary issue (also see 88th Civil Chamber 
of the Court of Appeals1 , October 200İ1 200JS,,/, E1 200İS8004, ). The decision of the 
Board is not binding on the court. 'owever1 the existence of a Board decision becomes 
relevant in a number of aspects of civil litigation.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

Ahheals
vo w-at uoprt may apt-ority ceuihionh dncing an abphe be assealec,

:inal decisions of the Board1 including its decisions on interim measures and 5nes1 can 
be submitted to ’udicial review before the administrative courts in Ankara by 5ling an 
appeal case within 60 days of receipt by the parties of the ’usti5ed (reasoned) decision 
of the Board according to Law No. 2,//. Decisions of the Board are considered to be 
admin istrative acts1 and thus legal actions against them shall be pursued in accordance with 
the Turkish Administrative Procedural Law. The ’udicial review comprises both procedural 
and substantive review.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

UNILATERAL CONDUCT

Non-dominant prms
Nre t-ere any rpleh asslying to t-e pnilateral uoncput of nonEcominant 
drmh,

Closely modelled on article 802 of the T:EU1 article 6 of Law No. 40,4 is theoretically 
designed to apply to the unilateral conduct of dominant 5rms only. ğhen unilateral conduct 
is in 3uestion1 dominance in a market is a condition precedent to the application of the 
prohibition laid down in article 6. That said1 the indications in practice show that the 
Turkish Competition Board (the Board) is increasingly and alarmingly inclined to assume 
that purely unilateral conduct of a non-dominant 5rm in a vertical supply relationship could 
be interpreted as giving rise to an infringement of article 4 of Law No. 40,41 which deals 
with restrictive agreements. ğith a novel interpretation1 by way of asserting that a vertical 
relationship entails an implied consent on the part of the buyer and that this allows article 
4 enforcement against a jdiscriminatory practice of even a non-dominant undertakingF or 
jrefusal to deal of even a non-dominant undertakingF under article 41 the Board has in the 
past attempted to condemn unilateral conduct that should not normally be prohibited as it 
is not engaged in by a dominant 5rm. Owing to this new and rather peculiar concept (that 
is1 article 4 enforcement becoming a fallback to article 6 enforcement if the entity engaging 
in unilateral conduct is not dominant)1 certain unilateral conduct that can only be sub’ect to 
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article 6 (dominance provisions) enforcement1 (ie1 if the engaging entity were dominant) has 
been reviewed and enforced against under article 4 (restrictive agreement rules).

This allowed a breach of article 6 (dominance) by article 4 (restrictive agreements) behaviour. 
There are several decisions where the Board warned non-dominant entities to refrain from 
imposing dissimilar trade conditions on their distributors or did not allow a non-dominant 
entity to unilaterally adopt a supply regime whereby counterparts would be re3uired to 
meet minimum ob’ective criteria. Indeed1 the BoardFs M Turkiye and Turkcell decisions are 
examples of this trend. In M Turkiye1 the Board analysed whether 7M Turkiye1 which was 
not found to be in a dominant position in the work safety products market1 discriminated 
against some of its dealers under article 4 (restrictive agreements) and not under article 
6 (dominance) (İ ‘une 20861 86-20S740-8,,). In Turkcell1 the Board assessed whether 
TurkcellFs (TurkiyeFs dominant G–M operator) exclusive contracts foreclosed the market1 
based on both article 6 and article 4 (87 August 20841 84-2JS,J,-2,7). The Board found that 
Turkcell did not violate either article 6 or article 4. The court did not engage in a review of the 
nuances between articles 4 and 6.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024

UPDATE AND TRENDS

Fortvcoming cvanges
Nre u-angeh eTseutec to t-e legihlation or ot-er meahpreh t-at will -aMe 
an imsaut on t-ih area in t-e near fptpre, Nre t-ere h-ifth of ems-ahih in 
t-e enforuement srautiue, 

In 20871 the Competition Authority prepared the Draft Competition Law (the Draft Law). 
In 208,1 the Draft Law was discussed before the Turkish Parliament but it became 
obsolete because of the general elections. The discussion processes were reinitiated at the 
Competition Authorityşs re3uest and the Draft Law was oHcially approved by the Turkish 
Parliament on 86 ‘une 2020. The Amendment Law1 which entered into force on 24 ‘une 
20201 introduces the following key changes1 inter alia1 changes explained below•

; De minimis principle• the Competition Board (the Board) can decide not to launch 
a full-öedged investigation for agreements1 concerted practices or decisions of 
association of undertakings1 or both1 that do not exceed the market share or turnover 
thresholds that will be determined by the Board1 or both.

; –elf-assessment procedure• the amendment provides legal certainty to the individual 
exemption regime as it is sets forth that the jself-assessmentF principle applies 
to certain agreements1 concerted practices and decisions that potentially restrict 
competition.

; Time extension for the additional opinions• the 8,-day period for submission of the 
Competition AuthorityFs additional opinion can be now doubled if deemed necessary.

:urthermore1 the Board enacted secondary legislation through the Communi3uW on 
the Commitments to be Offered in Preliminary In3uiries and Investigations Concerning 
Agreements1 Concerted Practices and Decisions Restricting Competition and Abuse of 
Dominant Position published on 86 March 2028 alongside the Regulation on The –ettlement 
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Procedure Applicable in Investigations on Agreements1 Concerted Practices and Decisions 
Restricting Competition and Abuses of Dominant Position that was published on 8, ‘uly 
2028. The Competition Authority published its Guidelines on Examination of Digital Data 
during On-site Inspections on J October 20201 which set forth the general principles with 
respect to the examination1 processing and storage of data and documents held in the 
electronic media and information systems1 during the onsite inspections. Lastly1 as per 
Communi3uW No• 2028S7 on Agreements1 Concerted Practices and Decisions and Practice 
of Associations of Undertakings That Do Not –igni5cantly Restrict Competition1 promulgated 
in the OHcial Ga9ette on 86 March 20281 the de minimis principle would apply to the following 
agreements that are deemed not to restrict competition in the market signi5cantly• (8) the 
agreements signed between competing undertakings1 if the total market share of the parties 
to the agreement does not exceed 80 per cent in any of the relevant markets affected by 
the agreement1 and (2) the agreements signed between non-competing undertakings1 if the 
market share of each of the parties does not exceed 8, per cent in any of the relevant markets 
affected by the agreement. Moreover1 the de minimis principle is not applicable to jnaked and 
hardcore violationsF1 which are (8) price 5xing between competitors1 allocation of customers1 
suppliers1 regions or trade channels1 restriction of supply amounts or imposing 3uotas1 
collusive bidding in tenders1 and sharing competitively sensitive information including future 
prices1 output or sales amountsq and (2) resale price maintenance between vertically related 
undertakings (ie1 setting 5xed or minimum resale price levels for purchasers).

–imilar to the rest of the world1 technologies and digital platforms are under the Authorityşs 
radar. The Authority announced the plans for the strategy development unit to focus on digital 
markets in May 2020 and published its :inal Report on the E-Marketplace –ector In3uiry 
on 84 April 2022. :urthermore1 the Authority published its assessment report regarding 
5nancial technologies in payment services1 which focuses on payment services and 5ntech 
ecosystems1 on İ December 2028.

The Authority is in the process of considering certain legislative steps related to digital 
markets. The amendment is expected to introduce several new de5nitions concerning digital 
markets and new obligations for undertakings with signi5cant market power. Regulations 
focusing on gatekeepers mentioned in the :inal Report on the E-Marketplace –ector In3uiry 
are also expected to be incorporated into article 6 of Law No. 40,41 which regulates abuse of 
dominant position1 or possibly added as a separate article. The draft amendment is a result 
of the AuthorityFs efforts to regulate competition issues in digital markets1 which have been 
ongoing since at least early 2028. 'owever1 the timing for its adoption remains unclear at 
this stage.

Lastly1 the new Regulation on Active Cooperation for Detecting Cartels (the Leniency 
Regulation) was published in the OHcial Ga9ette and came into effect on 86 December 2027.

Law stated - 12 Ocak 2024
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